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Abstract
Academic research on civil-military relations often assumes that dangers for democracy and civilian con-
trol mainly emanate from the military’s predisposition of ‘pushing’ its way into politics. Yet, civilian con-
trol frequently is a precondition for governments’ moves of ‘pulling’ the military into roles that may
potentially be problematic. These can include the military’s involvement in political disputes or internal
public security missions. Notwithstanding its empirical relevance, little academic work has been devoted
to understanding how ‘pulling’ works. In this article, we aim to provide a first, exploratory framework of
‘pulling’ that captures the dynamics of the military’s reactions and indirect consequences for civil-military
relations. We identify three analytically distinct phases in which pulling occurs. First, politicians initiate
either operational or political pulling moves. Second, we situate the military’s reaction on a spectrum that
ranges from refusal to non-conditional compliance. This reaction is driven by the military’s role concep-
tions about appropriate missions and their relation to politics. In a third phase, the military may slowly
start shifting its role conceptions to adapt to its new roles. We illustrate our argument with case studies of
two different instances of pulling: operational pulling in the case of France (2015–19) and operational –
then-turned-political – pulling in the case of Brazil (2010–20).
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Introduction
Academic research on civil-military relations has traditionally focused on determinants of civilian
control over the armed forces, enshrined by the so-called civil-military problematique, that is ‘to
reconcile a military strong enough to do anything the civilians ask them to do with a military
subordinate enough to do only what civilians authorize them to do’.1 This literature has often
assumed that dangers for democracy mainly emanate from the military’s political power and
that, if given the opportunity, the armed forces tend to ‘push’ their way towards role expansion,
an increase of their autonomy or even, under certain conditions, their involvement in politics.
The propensity to push stems both from the informational advantage that the military has
over the civilians and from the civilians’ inability to systematically assess an uncertain environ-
ment.2 Civilian governments, on the other hand, are implicitly expected to reduce the military’s
political power when they are able to do so or should such power have increased excessively.3

© The Author(s), 2021. Published by Cambridge University Press on behalf of the British International Studies Association. This is an Open
Access article, distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution licence (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which
permits unrestricted re-use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.

1Peter D. Feaver, ‘The civil-military problematique: Huntington, Janowitz, and the question of civilian control’, Armed
Forces & Society, 23:2 (1996), pp. 149–78 (p. 149).

2Samuel E. Finer, The Man on Horseback: The Role of the Military in Politics (New York, NY: Praeger, 1962), p. 74; Samuel
Huntington, The Soldier and the State (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1957).

3Peter D. Feaver, ‘The right to be right: Civil-military relations and the Iraq surge decision’, International Security, 35:4
(2011), pp. 87–125.
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Less is known about the seemingly counterintuitive, but widespread empirical phenomenon of
civilian governments that are expanding military roles or deferring political authority to the
armed forces to an extent that potentially weakens civilian control of the armed forces.4 To illus-
trate, political leaders in Western European countries – such as Belgium and France – have relied on
soldiers in the fight against domestic terrorism since 2015 to demonstrate their strength and to shore
up their popularity.5 In the United States, former President Trump tried to pull the military into a
law enforcement role, which the US military leadership apparently resisted.6 Along similar lines, sev-
eral Latin American countries such as Brazil or Mexico have increasingly deployed soldiers in police
roles to counter violence and crime. This has not only raised concerns regarding the military’s sup-
posed inadequacy for law enforcement tasks, but also the possible return of undue political influence
in a region once dominated by military regimes. These fears were further exacerbated by govern-
ments that have expanded military powers as a reaction to social unrest.7 Trying to pull the military
into political disputes can go as far as to backfire: the Bolivian military’s insubordination in resisting
the president’s demand to repress anti-government protests ultimately contributed to Evo Morales’s
ouster in 2019.8 These are all instances of pulling, defined as politicians ordering the military to per-
form missions that do not belong to their usual operational profile.9

Notwithstanding the seeming relevance of this phenomenon, we know little about its dynam-
ics: which shapes pulling can take; what happens after pulling occurs; and much less about the
conditions for the military’s reactions to pulling. Theories about civilian control seem ill equipped
to shed light on these issues because of their traditional focus on specific determinants of civil-
military equilibria and because of their over-emphasis on the military’s desire to push for more
power. In this article, we adopt an inductive approach and develop a framework to better under-
stand the dynamics of pulling and its implications for civil-military relations. We argue that, once
pulling starts, the reactions of the military leadership to pulling crucially depend on their role
conceptions. Role conception is ‘a shared view, shared within one service or shared by all the ser-
vices, regarding the proper purpose of the military organization and of military power in inter-
national relations’.10 As the military adapts to the demands of the pulling move, for instance by
changing doctrine and training, its role conceptions slowly change and thus affect the military’s
reaction to future instances of pulling.11

4Polina Beliakova, ‘Erosion of civilian control in democracies: A comprehensive framework for comparative analysis’,
Comparative Political Studies, 54:8 (2021), pp. 1393–423; Jim Golby, ‘Uncivil-military relations: Politicization of the military
in the Trump era’, Strategic Studies Quarterly, summer (2021), pp. 149–74. See also Nicole Jenne and Rafael Martínez,
‘Domestic military missions in Latin America: Civil-military relations and the perpetuation of democratic deficits’,
European Journal of International Security, this Special Issue.

5Vincenzo Bove, Mauricio Rivera, and Chiara Ruffa, ‘Beyond coups: Terrorism and military involvement in politics’,
European Journal of International Relations, 26:1 (2020), pp. 263–88.

6Kori Schake, ‘The military and the constitution under Trump’, Survival, 62:4 (2020), pp. 31–8. See also Risa Brooks and
Peter Michael Erickson, ‘The sources of military dissent: Why and how the US military contests civilian decisions about the
use of force’, European Journal of International Security, this Special Issue.

7Elizabeth Deheza and Ugo Ribet, ‘The remilitarisation of Latin American streets’, RUSI Analysis (2012), available at:
{https://www.rusi.org/analysis/commentary/ref:C4F7477C049F92/#.UzKjnYWPRco} accessed 12 March 2013; Gustavo
Flores-Macías and Jessica Zarkin, ‘The militarization of law enforcement: Evidence from Latin America’, Perspectives on
Politics, 19:2 (2021), pp. 519–38; Javier Corrales, ‘Latin America risks becoming the land of militarized democracies’,
Americas Quarterly (2019), available at: {https://www.americasquarterly.org/content/latin-america-risks-becoming-land-mili-
tarized-democracies} accessed 13 November 2019.

8David Pion-Berlin and Igor Acácio, ‘The return of the Latin American military?’, Journal of Democracy, 31:4 (2020),
pp. 151–65.

9Bove, Rivera, and Ruffa, ‘Beyond coups’.
10Pascal Vennesson, Fabian Breuer, Chiara de Franco, and Ursula C. Schroeder, ‘Is there a European way of war?: Role

conceptions, organizational frames, and the utility of force’, Armed Forces and Society, 35:4 (2009), pp. 628–45.
11Nina Wilén, Gérard Birantamije, and David Ambrosetti, ‘The Burundian Army’s trajectory to professionalization and

depoliticization, and back again’, Journal of Eastern African Studies, 12:1 (2018), pp. 120–35; Risa Brooks, ‘Paradoxes of pro-
fessionalism: Rethinking civil-military relations in the United States’, International Security, 44:4 (2020), pp. 7–44.
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We focus on role conceptions about missions, and on how the military understands its role
vis-à-vis politicians. For analytical clarity, we identify three distinct phases in which pulling
occurs, which we see as empirically intertwined and potentially mutually reinforcing. In a first
phase, we identify pulling moves by politicians and distinguish between two types: political pull-
ing and operational pulling. A ‘political pulling’ move entails demands on the military to publicly
back the executive against other government branches or to clamp down on political protests.
Political pulling implies an intention to draw the military into partisan conflicts. The other
kind of pulling move we focus on is operational pulling. Compared to political pulling, this is
a less politically loaded process as it means to let the military carry out missions that they usually
do not perform. Depending on how the military’s role conceptions harmonise with such an
unprecedented operational experience, however, operational pulling can yield significant changes
in civil-military relations.12

In a second phase, we expect the military to respond to pulling in different ways, ranging from
open resistance to unconditional compliance. We argue that the ways in which the armed forces
respond to politicians’ demands primarily depend on two distinct role conceptions, namely the
views about the military as a non-partisan institution and those about the crucial core missions of
the military. In a third phase, we expect a shift in role conceptions if there are long term or sig-
nificant alterations to the armed forces’ predominant tasks and missions. If certain missions –
here understood as ‘specific tasks’13 – are carried out to such an extent that they shape the mili-
tary’s role – understood as a ‘broad and enduring purpose’14 – armed forces might slowly change
their role conceptions accordingly. Operational pulling moves can trigger the military’s desire to
shape political conditions of their deployments and thus erode non-partisan role conceptions.

We illustrate our framework using two cases, France and Brazil. French politicians have per-
formed operational pulling after the terrorist attacks in France after 2015, to which the military
responded very reluctantly. By 2020, the French military seems to have progressively accepted its
new role and some signals suggest a relative increase in the involvement of the military in the
political sphere, even if civilian control still holds strong. Brazilian governments have significantly
increased operational pulling from 2010, as they broadened the scope of internal ‘Guaranteeing
Law and Order’ operations. As this reinforced the Brazilian military’s traditional inclination to get
involved in politics, the generals soon embraced the possibilities of increasing their power.
Individual officers have taken over the political roles they were tasked with in instances of polit-
ical pulling, and some even joined the government while still being on active duty. Taken
together, our illustrative case studies suggest that pulling and pushing dynamics are not unidir-
ectional but mutually reinforcing processes that, once launched, might be difficult to stop.

The remainder of this article is divided into four parts. In a theory section, we discuss previous
research and develop our exploratory analytical framework. Second, we briefly discuss and pre-
sent our cases. Third, we delve into our case discussion. Lastly, we draw conclusions from our
findings and suggest avenues for further research.

Previous research about ‘pulling’
Research on civil-military relations (CMR) typically focuses on the interactions between actors or
institutions of the political system and the military.15 Hence, the central question of research on

12See Christoph Harig, Nicole Jenne, and Chiara Ruffa, ‘Operational experiences, military role conceptions, and their influ-
ence on civil-military relations’, European Journal of International Security, introduction to this Special Issue, for more details
on operational experience and its meaning for role conceptions.

13Paul Shemella, ‘The spectrum of roles and missions of the armed forces’, in Thomas C. Bruneau and Scott D. Tollefson
(eds), Who Guards the Guardians and How: Democratic Civil-Military Relations (Austin, TX: University of Texas Press,
2006), pp. 122–44 (p. 123).

14Shemella, ‘The spectrum of roles and missions of the armed forces’.
15Aurel Croissant and David Kühn, Militär und zivile Politik (München, Germany: Oldenbourg, 2011); Peter D. Feaver,

‘Civil-military relations’, Annual Review of Political Science, 2 (1999), pp. 211–41.
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CMR has traditionally been: ‘who guards the guardians and how?’.16 The CMR literature has pre-
dominantly studied different states’ ability to successfully reconcile the civil-military problema-
tique, which led to a striking bifurcation: on the one hand, studies theorising about countries
that do have civilian control over their military and, on the other hand, countries struggling
with establishing norms of civilian supremacy.17 In large parts, this research is wedded to con-
cepts that were developed on Western liberal democracies and as such struggle to grasp different
models of civilian control.18

Taken together, most of these approaches share at least an implicit assumption that militaries
as rational actors would gladly seize opportunities to expand their power. They would generally
tend to ‘push’ their way into politics, demand more resources or autonomy, and eventually con-
test political decisions that stand against their corporate interests.19 Particularly, research on civil-
military relations in countries with a history of military meddling in politics has taken the gen-
erals’ ‘push’ for political power for granted, and typically equates civilian control and the mili-
tary’s compliance with civilian orders with healthy civil-military relations. Some have argued
that the armed forces typically engage in a ‘strategic exchange’20 with governments when being
asked to perform undesired missions: they can make their compliance to orders conditional
upon politicians meeting their demands, for instance regarding military budgets, equipment,
or the legal framework of internal operations.21 Governments making themselves dependent
upon the military for the provision of essential state services thus run the risk of increasing
the military’s bargaining power. In extreme cases, armed forces can threaten governments with
‘acts of omission’22 in case their demands are not met.

To develop our argument, we contribute to recent efforts to understand the phenomenon that
political leaders are sometimes wilfully delegating political responsibilities to the military.23 We
also build on several debates that took place in the 1990s about a crisis in US civil-military rela-
tions.24 Then, Edward M. Luttwak and Russell F. Weigley identified a certain degree of military
intransigency to make sense of the resistance to pulling, while others thought it had more to do
with disagreement among civilians.25 Within that debate, US military personnel’s acceptance of
new missions tracked closely with their beliefs about whether society and political leaders sup-
ported these missions. Unlike that debate, however, we are interested in understanding – at a
higher level of abstraction – the conditions under which military personnel may align (or not)

16Bruneau and Tollefson (eds), Who Guards the Guardians and How.
17Risa A. Brooks, ‘Integrating the civil-military relations subfield’, Annual Review of Political Science, 22:3 (2019),

pp. 379–98.
18José A. Olmeda, ‘Escape from Huntington’s labyrinth: Civil-military relations and comparative politics’, in Thomas

C. Bruneau and Florina C. Matei (eds), The Routledge Handbook of Civil-Military Relations (London, UK: Routledge,
2013), pp. 61–76.

19Tom Dyson, ‘Convergence and divergence in post-Cold War British, French, and German military reforms: Between
international structure and executive autonomy’, Security Studies, 17:4 (2008), pp. 725–74; David Kuehn, ‘Midwives or grave-
diggers of democracy? The military’s impact on democratic development’, Democratization, 24:5 (2017), pp. 783–800
(p. 784). For a discussion of the ‘push’ and ‘pull’ mechanisms, see Bove, Rivera, and Ruffa, ‘Beyond coups’.

20Jorge Zaverucha and Flavio da Cunha Rezende, ‘How the military competes for expenditure in Brazilian democracy:
Arguments for an outlier’, International Political Science Review, 30:4 (2009), pp. 1–23 (p. 18).

21Pion-Berlin and Acácio, ‘The return of the Latin American military?’.
22Finer, The Man on Horseback, p. 23.
23Beliakova, ‘Erosion by deference’.
24Mackubin Thomas Owen, ‘Civilian control: A national crisis?’, Joint Forces Quarterly, winter (1994), pp. 80–3; Don

M. Snider and Miranda A. Carlton-Carew (eds), U.S. Civil-Military Relations: In Crisis or Transition? (Washington, DC:
Center for Strategic & International Studies, 1995). For additional references, see Brooks and Erickson, ‘The sources of mili-
tary dissent’, this Special Issue.

25Edward M. Luttwak, ‘Washington’s biggest scandal’, Commentary, 97:5 (1994), pp. 29–33; Russell F. Weigley, ‘The
American military and the principle of civilian control from McClelland to Powell’, Journal of Military History, 57:5
(1994), pp. 27–58.
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to pulling. A more fine-grained analysis of push-and pull-mechanisms is necessary, bringing the
significance of military role conceptions to the fore.

The assumed dominance of the military’s predisposition to ‘push’ its way into political
decision-making power has obscured the phenomenon of politicians – in both democracies
and autocracies – ‘pulling’ the military into politics. At times, fulfilling these missions is against
the military’s corporate interests. Many recent crises in civil-military relations thus did not ori-
ginate in a lack of civilian oversight or in flawed institutions of civilian control. On the contrary,
politicians created problematic situations precisely because civilian control was more or less
firmly established: this allowed them to pull the military into roles and tasks the latter were reluc-
tant to take on. Yet, the variation in reactions to these demands we briefly depicted in the intro-
duction is neither explained by the CMR literature’s focus on the level of civilian control, nor by
treating the armed forces as a black box that invariably contests political decision-making.
Moreover, traditional theories of civilian control have focused on determinants of civilian control,
assumed and understood as a relatively static equilibrium.26 However, in order to understand how
those interactions unfold, we need to develop more dynamic theories and concepts.27 We there-
fore focus on assessing the military’s reactions to being pulled into missions within the broader
context of a civil-military equilibrium. Our analytical framework aims to provide tools for under-
standing the determinants of armed forces’ reactions and highlights the importance of the mili-
tary’s role conceptions.

Unpacking ‘pulling’
We propose an analytical framework to improve our understanding of the mechanism of ‘pull-
ing’. We first introduce the two key components of the framework, namely: operational and pol-
itical pulling as well as the military’s role conceptions. Then, we present the three phases in which
pulling occurs and explain how and why role conceptions matter therein.

Political and operational pulling moves

In our conceptualisation, pulling only occurs if militaries need to act outside their regular roles
when following politicians’ demands. Among all possible pulling moves, we identify two types:
political pulling and operational pulling.

A political pulling move is rather blatant and has obvious implications for civilian control and
politics, as it entails giving the military a more or less explicit task of getting involved in partisan
politics. Political pulling is thus highly problematic under any circumstances, as it intentionally
aims to use the armed forces for political or electoral benefit.28 If governments ask the military
for support in political crises or the repression of large-scale anti-government protests, military
leaders need to decide whether to uphold the principle of civilian control at all costs, even if this
would come with risks for the military as an institution or democracy as a whole. In particularly
acute constitutional crises, it has been argued that militaries make political judgements: in their
decision to obey orders or not, they consider the likelihood of being held accountable for violent
repression by the following government. If chances for this are higher than for being punished by
an already weakened government, military leaders arguably tend to prefer to remain in the

26Michael C. Desch, Civilian Control of the Military: The Changing Security Environment (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 2001); Paul Staniland, ‘Explaining civil-military relations in complex political environments: India and
Pakistan in comparative perspective’, Security Studies, 17:2 (2008), pp. 322–62.

27Bove, Rivera, and Ruffa, ‘Beyond coups’.
28For a discussion of politicians’ incentives to politicise the armed forces, see also Golby, ‘Uncivil-military relations’, as well

as Christoph Harig, ‘Militarisation by popular demand? Explaining the politics of internal military roles in Brazil’, Bulletin of
Latin American Research (2021), available at: {https://doi.org/10.1111/blar.13289}.
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barracks.29 Some Latin American militaries’ preference to avoid clamping down on protests has
been seen as a sign for a ‘major shift in the militaries’ understanding of how they fit into their
societies’.30 Once more, this underlines the significance of role conceptions – which are shaped
by both ideational factors and operational experiences – as determining factor in the military’s
behaviour.

An operational pulling move entails that the military is asked to perform missions that are out-
side its usual operational spectrum. This is not necessarily problematic for civil-military relations.
As long as these missions are not unconstitutional, civilian governments have to be able to give
the armed forces a new task. Assuming civilian control over the armed forces, military leaders
would then have to accept these new missions. Operational pulling moves are apparently innocu-
ous but may have equally damaging consequences for civilian control like political pulling.
Similar to political pulling, governments order the armed forces to perform missions that fall out-
side their usual remit – and thus have the potential to change military role conceptions. It is well
known that the operational experience in different types of missions can have consequences for
civil-military relations.31 Depending on the type of mission, there may be indirect, potential pol-
itical consequences. For instance, we expect that the military’s adjustment to an unprecedented
involvement in internal public security would draw the military leadership’s attention to the cir-
cumstances of their deployment – and thus pave the way for an increase in the generals’ desire to
become politically involved. Our expectation builds on previous literature assuming that internal
military missions arguably open a ‘window of opportunity’,32 which armed forces may exploit in
order to increase their political clout.33

Taken together, the meaning of pulling varies from case to case as certain militaries might
be accustomed to tasks that are unthinkable for other armed forces. The military’s reactions
to different forms of pulling fundamentally depend on how appropriate they consider
demands by politicians. Operational and political pulling are two broad, intrinsically linked
categories that capture the empirical phenomenon we are interested in. Our focus on role
conceptions shall provide an analytical framework for the military’s reactions to these
types of pulling.

Role conceptions as driver of reactions to pulling moves

In order to better understand the military’s reactions to pulling, we build on previous research on
role conception. The concept was first introduced by Kal J. Holsti, then updated by Ulrich Krotz

29David Pion-Berlin and Harold Trinkunas, ‘Civilian praetorianism and military shirking during constitutional crises in
Latin America’, Comparative Politics, 42:4 (2010), pp. 395–411.

30Ibid., p. 408.
31Magnus Lundgren, ‘Backdoor peacekeeping: Does participation in UN peacekeeping reduce coups at home?’, Journal of

Peace Research, 55:4 (2018), pp. 508–23; Philip Cunliffe, ‘From peacekeepers to praetorians: How participating in peacekeep-
ing operations may subvert democracy’, International Relations, 32:2 (2017), pp. 218–39; Maggie Dwyer, ‘Peacekeeping
abroad, trouble making at home: Mutinies in West Africa’, African Affairs, 114:455 (2015), pp. 206–25; Christoph Harig,
‘Re-importing the “robust turn” in UN peacekeeping: Internal public security missions of Brazil’s military’, International
Peacekeeping, 26:2 (2019), pp. 137–64; Arturo Sotomayor, The Myth of the Democratic Peacekeeper: Civil-Military
Relations and the United Nations (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2014); Humphrey A. Agyekum,
‘Peacekeeping experiences as triggers of introspection in the Ghanaian military barracks’, Africa Spectrum, 55:1 (2020),
pp. 50–72; Festus Aubyn et al., Ghana’s Peacekeeping Efforts Abroad Have an Impact at Home (Copenhagen: Danish
Institute for International Studies, 2019); Deborah L. Norden, ‘Keeping the peace, outside and in: Argentina’s UN missions’,
International Peacekeeping, 2:3 (1995), pp. 330–49.

32Bove, Rivera, and Ruffa, ‘Beyond coups’, p. 3.
33Raphael C. Lima, Peterson F. Silva, and Gunther Rudzit, ‘No power vacuum: National security neglect and the defence

sector in Brazil’, Defence Studies, 21:1 (2020), pp. 84–106; Rollin F. Tusalem, ‘Bringing the military back in: The politicisation
of the military and its effect on democratic consolidation’, International Political Science Review, 35:4 (2014), pp. 482–501;
David Pion-Berlin, ‘A tale of two missions: Mexican military police patrols versus high-value targeted operations’, Armed
Forces & Society, 43:1 (2017), pp. 53–71.
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and used by both authors to capture national role conception and foreign policy.34 Pascal
Vennesson et al. applied role conception as a concept to the military and define it as ‘a shared
view, shared with one service or shared by all the services by its history and memory and is
used to socialize military personnel’.35 While Vennesson et al. acknowledge that it may change
and evolve over time, it is not a transient attitude.36 The underlying idea of role conception is
that military organisations will differ in asserting and defining their own role. A given military’s
role conception is conceived to affect policy, shape goals and actions, and filter policy options,
making some feasible and others unconceivable.

We adopt the concept of the military’s role conception and innovate it in two ways. First, for
Vennesson et al. it is mainly history and memory that shape role conception. Yet, we contend
that several other factors shape role conceptions about missions and relation to politicians.37

Role conception is not only shaped by history and memory but also by military culture and
is embedded in the broader debate about military professionalism. In comparison with other
neighbouring concepts, it has the advantage of being more precise and narrow.38 Another
important factor that may shape role conception is a heritage of pulling. Some militaries
may have historical experience of being pulled into some missions but have shifted their role
conceptions in the sense that they do not wish to return to these previous roles. For instance,
armed forces that once were involved in military regimes might have tried to turn the page on
their past and struggled to develop role conceptions that are more suitable for democracies.39

Certain forms of pulling, particularly political pulling, could damage such efforts. In these
cases, pulling becomes a litmus test for the resilience of recently developed role conceptions
and democratisation processes. Finally, modes of recruitment may also play a role in shaping
role conceptions, particularly by bridging the civil-military gap and, potentially, the type of
response to pulling. In the short term, role conceptions are also shaped by the perceived
cost of being pulled as there are also risks from the military’s perspective. For example,
armed forces worried about their prestige might see internal missions as potentially risky for
their good standing among the population. When public security missions lead to victims
among the population, the armed forces’ image might suffer. Moreover, prolonged engage-
ments in fighting organised crime also carry the risks of soldiers becoming corrupted by the
financial possibilities of criminal organisations.40 Second, we try to make the concept of role
conception even more precise by focusing on two distinct facets: those about missions and
those about the military’s political role. Vennesson et al. focused the concept on missions
and the use of force, the latter being very much related to the political role since it is ultimately
the potential threat to enforce their political will that defines the military’s relation with the
government. Our focus is on more subtle ways of making the military’s voice heard in politics
as well as about disentangling distinct role conceptions within the armed forces.

34Ulrich Krotz, ‘National Role Conceptions and Foreign Policies: France and Germany Compared’ Program for the Study
of Germany and Europe, Working Paper 02.1 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University-Minda de Gunzburg Center for
European Studies, 2002), pp. 6–10; Kal J. Holsti, ‘National role conceptions in the study of foreign policy’, International
Studies Quarterly, 4:3 (1970), pp. 233–309.

35Vennesson et al., ‘Is there a European way of war?’, p. 630.
36Ibid.
37We are grateful to Yagil Levy for great suggestions on this paragraph.
38Chiara Ruffa, Military Cultures in Peace and Stability Operations (Philadelphia, PA: University of Pennsylvania Press,

2018). See also Harig, Jenne, and Ruffa, ‘Operational experiences, military role conceptions, and their influence on civil-
military relations’, introduction to this Special Issue.

39Wilén, Birantamije, and Ambrosetti, ‘The Burundian Army’s trajectory to professionalization and depoliticization, and
back again’; Julián González Guyer and Nicole Jenne, ‘Controlling Blue Berets: The consequences of political neglect in the
case of Uruguay’s participation in peacekeeping’, Armed Forces and Society, 47:3 (2019), pp. 435–56.

40Stephanie Savell, ‘Performing humanitarian militarism: Public security and the military in Brazil’, Focaal: Journal of
Global and Historical Anthropology, 75 (2016), pp. 59–72.
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What constitutes role conceptions for today’s militaries?

While armed forces’ primary goal has traditionally been defending their country against external
threats, we do acknowledge that militaries today do much more and much else. A helpful distinc-
tion is to be made as military organisations develop role conceptions about both their means and
aims. To illustrate, defending the country is still among the main aims of most military organisa-
tions but the means to achieve those aims can be very varied – for instance, expeditionary opera-
tions ranging from counterterrorism to counterinsurgency to territorial defence. New operational
experiences mostly contrast with role conceptions about means and about the military’s appro-
priate relation to politics. Role conceptions about core missions are intricately linked to the oper-
ational pulling moves depicted above. By contrast, role conceptions about the military as a
non-partisan institution are key to understanding the likely reaction to political pulling. In situa-
tions of political pulling, the military needs to decide whether they give more weight to respecting
the principle of civilian control – and thus obeying potentially problematic orders – or the prin-
ciple of being a state institution that does not interfere in partisan politics. We would expect mili-
taries that understand their role as strictly non-partisan to react more reluctantly to political
pulling than armed forces with a less non-partisan role conception.

Regarding operational pulling, it is not a problem, per se, when governments give their armed
forces new tasks. Some deployments might demand changes in doctrine and training, which
ultimately affects (at least parts of) the military’s role conception. Lengthy processes of drafting
doctrine and eventually costly efforts to reshape military training could thus be understood as
indicators for the military’s acceptance of a role that derived from these new missions.
Depending on their pre-existing role conceptions, militaries might be reluctant to adapt to new oper-
ational profiles and make their compliance conditional upon politicians meeting their demands with
respect to legal frameworks or other matters of the military’s corporate interest. In the long run, such
conditional adaptation to operational pulling increases the likelihood of shaping the military’s role
conceptions regarding its position vis-à-vis civilian politicians and about appropriate levels of pol-
itical involvement. Also, tasking the military with new missions (operational pulling) may make a
potential political pulling more likely in the future, especially if these missions are being carried
out over a long time and if they represent a fracture from the past. Even missions that are seemingly
unproblematic, for instance a prolonged engagement in humanitarian assistance, might lead to mis-
sion creep that can slowly expand and politicise military tasks.

Three phases of pulling

In a first phase, politicians start an operational or political pulling move by asking the military to
become involved in tasks that are not usually being performed by troops. In a second phase, the
military’s reactions lie on a spectrum ranging from compliance to non-compliance. These reac-
tions are likely to be shaped not only by institutional aspects of civil-military relations, but also by
the military’s role conceptions about missions and their role towards politicians. Partly because of
the significant influence of the principal-agent approach in civil-military relations research, it is
widely accepted that once the military is ordered to do something – or is pulled in this case – it
will obey, at least in states where basic tenets of civilian control have been established.41 Yet, even
democratic civil-military relations are shaped by processes of contestation and bargaining, both in
countries where the military poses a threat to the democratic system and where it does not.42 To

41Damon Coletta, ‘Principal-agent theory in complex operations’, Small Wars & Insurgencies, 24:2 (2013), pp. 306–21;
Paul R. Camacho and William Locke Hauser, ‘Civil-military relations: Who are the real principals? A response to
“Courage in the Service of Virtue: The Case of General Shinseki’s Testimony before the Iraq War”’, Armed Forces &
Society, 34:1 (2007), pp. 122–37; Chiara Ruffa, Christopher Dandeker, and Pascal Vennesson, ‘Soldiers drawn into politics?
The influence of tactics in civil-military relations’, Small Wars and Insurgencies, 24:2 (2013), pp. 322–34.

42Andrew J. Bacevich, ‘Elusive bargain: The pattern of U.S. civil-military relations since World War II’, in Andrew
J. Bacevich (ed.), The Long War: A New History of U.S. National Security Policy Since World War II (New York, NY:
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some extent, it is even legitimate that armed forces seek to pursue their institutional interests. The
fact that some of these interests may collide with those of other societal actors need not threaten
democracies.43

We suggest that the prevalent form of role conceptions is a decisive factor for how a given mili-
tary adapts to different missions. Some missions might lead to contention between armed forces
and governments, others might lead to the military’s conditional compliance, and to some bar-
gaining. However, whether or not the military uses the leverage gained during missions for undue
political influence depends on their role conception concerning their operational profile as well as
their interpretation of their adequate relationship to politics and society. We acknowledge that
several pre-existing general factors may shape role conceptions, ranging from norms of profes-
sionalism, international and regional connections to other armed forces, the historical develop-
ment of military organisational cultures to pre-existing critical junctures, which set certain
civil-military equilibria (see Introduction to this Special Issue). Yet, all institutional aspects of
civilian control being equal, once ‘pulling’ occurs, the military’s reaction and adaptation to pull-
ing will depend on its role conception. Even apparently inconsequential changes in the military’s
tasks thus can have notable outcomes for the behaviour of the armed forces. We build on David
Pion-Berlin and Igor Acacio44 and expand the range of expected reactions to pulling: these may
include full compliance, deployment-specific compliance, conditional compliance, reluctant com-
pliance, or active resistance.

The third phase accounts for the conditions under which pulling and the military’s reactions
eventually lead to changes in role conceptions. A wealth of literature on military organisations
suggests that militaries react, interpret, and respond in different ways to demands by politicians.45

Our analysis particularly focuses on missions in the area of public security and corresponding
role conceptions. A clear division of labour between armed forces and police – in which soldiers
deal with expeditionary missions and defence of their respective borders while police focus on
internal law enforcement – is globally much less an empirical reality than often assumed in
the literature.46 Still, ‘Western’ armed forces mostly tend to have little involvement in internal
public security. Hence, large-scale law enforcement missions are unlikely to sit easy with their
role conceptions. We therefore expect at least a reluctant reaction to operational pulling. In coun-
tries where the armed forces used to play a significant role in internal public security and/or pol-
itics, achieving a role conception that focuses on external tasks is typically deemed beneficial for
democratic civil-military relations.47 Pulling these armed forces into long-term and large-scale
public security missions contradicts this goal, as militaries could revert back to potentially prob-
lematic role conceptions.48

Columbia University Press, 2007), pp. 207–64; Brooks, ‘Integrating the civil-military relations subfield’, pp. 379–98; Olmeda,
‘Escape from Huntington’s labyrinth’, pp. 61–76. See also the contribution by Brooks and Erickson, ‘The sources of military
dissent’, this Special Issue.

43Rebecca L. Schiff, The Military and Domestic Politics: A Concordance Theory of Civil-Military Relations (Abingdon, UK:
Routledge, 2009), p. 25f.

44Pion-Berlin and Acácio, ‘The return of the Latin American military?’.
45Giuseppe Caforio, Handbook of the Sociology of the Military (Boston, MA: Springer, 2006); Erving Goffman, Asylums:

Essays on the Social Situation of Mental Patients and Other Inmates (New York, NY: Anchor Books, 1961); Eric Hundman
and Sarah E. Parkinson, ‘Rogues, degenerates, and heroes: Disobedience as politics in military organizations’, European
Journal of International Relations, 25:3 (2019), pp. 645–71; Yagil Levy, ‘Control from within: How soldiers control the mili-
tary’, European Journal of International Relations, 23:1 (2016), pp. 192–216.

46Barry J. Ryan, ‘Reasonable force: The emergence of global policing power’, Review of International Studies, 39:2 (2013),
pp. 435–57; David Kuehn and Yagil Levy, ‘Theorizing threats, militarization, and civilian control’, in David Kuehn and Yagil
Levy (eds), Mobilizing Force: Linking Security Threats, Militarization, and Civilian Control (New York, NY: Lynne Rienner
Publishers, 2021), pp. 223–43.

47Norden, ‘Keeping the peace, outside and in’; Huntington, The Soldier and the State.
48Jenne and Martínez, ‘Domestic military missions in Latin America’, this Special Issue.
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Methods and data collection
To further our understanding of the forms and conditions of pulling, we adopt an inductive
approach and start from two very different empirical contexts: France and Brazil. These cases pro-
vide variation in civil-military relations and, consequently, military role conceptions. This allows
us to explore how role conceptions and missions interact in the military’s reaction to pulling by
politicians. As we will show in more detail in the discussion of the respective cases, France and
Brazil differ significantly in terms of norms of civilian control. France has traditionally had a
strong civilian supremacist model, while Brazilian governments had to establish the necessary
institutions for exercising civilian oversight after the end of the military regime in 1985. Due
to very different experiences in nation-building and the countries’ different political trajectories,
French and Brazilian military role conceptions diverge: the French military’s role conception
about missions has been revolving around expeditionary operations while the political role con-
ception is marked by contained assertiveness, stemming from the forceful re-establishment of
civilian control by De Gaulle after the failed 1961 putsch in Algiers. Brazil’s military has histor-
ically understood itself as a crucial national institution and has felt entitled to eventually become
involved in politics as ‘guardian of the nation’. Role conceptions regarding operations have his-
torically included internal counterinsurgency and public security missions (see Table 1).

For the purpose of this exercise, we combine primary and secondary sources drawing from our
previous research. We now turn to our two illustrative case studies, France and Brazil.

France: Pulling and a reluctant military
In France, civil-military relations are characterised by a strong norm of civilian control over the
military. Unlike other democracies, however, the French military organisation has traditionally

Table 1. Civil-military relations characteristics and role conceptions in France and Brazil.

Civil-military relations characteristics

France Brazil

Norm of civilian
control

Strong Moderate - weak

Model of
civil-military
relations

Civilian supremacist Civilian supremacy only partly
established. Institutional military
prerogatives partly rolled back,
informal influence remains strong

History of coups Putsch attempt (1961–2) Several interventions in politics, for
instance overthrow of monarchy and
proclamation of Republic in 1889;
latest successful coup 1964 led to
military regime lasting until 1985

Role conceptions

France Brazil

About missions External threats
(Counterterrorism, Counterinsurgency)

External threats, Internal threats and
socioeconomic development roles

About relation to
politics

Contained assertiveness Guardian of the nation

Form of pulling Operational pulling: Domestic operations,
judicial police function (for a short period),
increasing number of politically active
retired officers

Operational pulling: Increase of domestic
operations; political pulling: federal
intervention & individual officers
tasked with taking over government
positions
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displayed low degrees of military autonomy.49 Already labelled la grande muette (the big silent
one) in the mid-nineteenth century, the French military became even more careful at strictly
adhering to its military sphere from the early 1960s. After the Second World War, the French
military became progressively disbanded, which culminated in the 1961 failed putsch in
Algiers. On that occasion, French President De Gaulle, in a televised message, strongly reaffirmed
the norm of civilian control and, in particular, the idea that the military should stay out of pol-
itics. Chiara Ruffa argued that both organisational considerations and domestic constraints gave
rise to a very distinct French military culture revolving around the idea of contained assertive-
ness.50 This distinct culture together with its past memory and history give two very different
role conceptions to the French military. When it comes to missions, the French military conceives
of its role as almost uniquely concerned with external combat operations, such as counterinsur-
gency and more recently counterterrorism. When it comes to its role conceptions towards civilian
decision makers, it is still considered to be very important for the military to be silent, adhere
strictly to its sphere and stay explicitly out of politics. However, we witness some recent signs
pointing to the potential erosion of contained assertiveness. In sum, the French military’s role
conception revolves around the notion of the apolitical military and the identification of external
operations as the core of what the military does.

Phase 1. Operational pulling under Hollande and Macron

We detect operational pulling in France after the terrorist attacks in 2015–16. Since the 1970s,
France had developed a judicial approach to counterterrorism, preferring the use of
judges over the military, which traditionally played a marginal role in the fight against terror-
ism.51 Notwithstanding its limited role, the French military has occasionally been used in domes-
tic contexts. Up until 2015, the military pushed to intervene in specific contexts for limited
periods to attain budgetary increases or technological updates. After 2015–16, the military was
pulled into a mission that – both in terms of troop size deployed and kinds of tasks to be per-
formed – was unheard of.

French President Hollande started pulling to increase the popularity of its remarkably weak
presidency, notwithstanding a sceptical military.52 Following the terrorist attacks at Charlie
Hebdo, Bataclan, and Stade de France (2015) as well as Nice (2016), military Operation
Sentinel (Sentinelle) was launched to complement Vigipirate, a security alert system introduced
in 1978. More than 13,000 troops were deployed domestically – 6,000 of them in the Paris region
alone – amounting to 10 per cent of the army’s active-duty members. For the first time, the army
and the gendarmerie were tasked with a mission-type mandate allowing for ample margins of
manoeuvre when deploying in urban operations. For instance, local commanders had to meet
with prefects in local districts for coordination only once a week.53 Under Hollande, display of
power in the streets and pure policing roles created a new dependency of the politicians on
the military ‘by necessity’ of recuperating political capital. As Michael Goya puts it, Operation
Sentinel did ‘not help much apart from reassuring the population, which is not nothing, and
in particular providing oneself with a flair of energetic statesman posture, which is more

49Bastien Irondelle, ‘Démocratie, relations civilo-militaires et efficacité militaire’, Revue internationale de politique
comparée, 15:1 (2008), pp. 117–31; Bove, Rivera, and Ruffa, ‘Beyond coups’.

50Ruffa, Military Cultures in Peace and Stability Operations.
51Emmanuel-Pierre Guittet, ‘L’implication de l’armée dans la lutte antiterroriste: le cas français’, in Didier Bigo, Laurent

Bonelli, and Thomas Deltombe (eds), Au nom du 11 septembre … Les démocraties à l’épreuve de l’antiterrorisme (Paris: La
Découverte, 2008), pp. 188–93.

52‘Un dispositif qui affaiblit notre armée sans nous assurer d’être protégés’, Atlantico (9 June 2016), available at: {http://
www.atlantico.fr/decryptage/operation-sentinelle-ces-serieuses-raisons-avoir-doutes-utilite-dispositif-qui-affaiblit-notre-
armee-sans-assurer-etre-proteges-2726260.html.36} accessed 26 April 2017. Authors’ interview with Expert 1.

53Authors’ interview with Expert 2.
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unacceptable’.54 Several experts meant to criticise Hollande precisely for using the military instru-
ment to reassure the population and showing off as a strong leader.55 Operational pulling did not
end with Hollande’s presidency. When President Macron was elected, he promoted a ‘threat-
centered’ mode of governance, with high levels of alertness that never returned to the
pre-Hollande time and that were not aligned to the level of threat itself.56 While the numbers of
soldiers deployed domestically went down with Macron, they were occasionally increased after spe-
cific terrorist attacks, such as the 2020 Nice attack, when he decided to revamp the instrument
deploying seven thousand soldiers. Importantly, both the military and the gendarmes were provided
with some of the judiciary police function, a decision considered to be highly controversial.57 This
illustration is a clear case of operational pulling because under both presidencies the military was
pulled into new missions. A more recent instance, however, mirrors an attempt of political pulling.58

In an open letter, one thousand French servicepeople – mostly retired but including 18 active-duty
servicemen – warned of an impending ‘civil war’ and called for an ‘intervention by our comrades on
active service’ if President Emmanuel Macron fails to halt the ‘disintegration’ of France. The letter –
originally appearing in an officers’ blog – was republished in a right-wing outlet. Marine Le Pen,
head of extreme right-wing party Front National, welcomed the statement, saying ‘I subscribe to
your analysis and share your preoccupation,’ thereby politicising the military and causing an uproar
with immediate reactions from the Minister of Defence and the Joint Chief of Staff. Both reminded
the public of the political neutrality of the military. More recently, the Joint Chief of Staff announced
that he would step down ‘to avoid risks of politicization’.59 While we can still consider the kind of
pulling we witness in France as operational pulling, these latest event suggests how operational pull-
ing (and the military’s reactions) offers opportunities for political pulling.

Phase 2. The military reacts to operational pulling: Reluctance and transformation

At first, the French military’s reaction to operational pulling was sceptical. The kind of domestic
operations required of them stood in stark contrast with its role conceptions focused on external
missions. Already involved in several operations abroad, the military establishment reacted very
critically to the decision of Hollande to use the military instrument more extensively. For
instance, retired general Desportes declared, ‘the military component of Hollande’s anti-terrorist
measure is unnecessary and the war against terrorism will not be won through military means’.60

Similarly, another retired officer commented: ‘it is inconceivable to transfer to the military
authority these kinds of power’.61 Criticisms on the military side increased particularly after

54‘Opération Sentinelle: Ces sérieuses raisons d’avoir des doutes sur l’utilité d’un dispositif qui affaiblit notre armée sans
nous assurer d’être protégés’, Atlantico (9 June 2016), available at: {http://www.atlantico.fr/decryptage/operation-sentinelle-
ces-serieuses-raisons-avoir-doutes-utilite-dispositif-qui-affaiblit-notre-armee-sans-assurer-etre-proteges-2726260.html}
accessed 25 May 2019.

55Elie Tenenbaum, ‘La Sentinelle Égarée ? L’armée de Terre Face Au Terrorisme’, Focus Stratégique, 68 (2016); Michel
Goya, La Chair et l’acier: L’armée Française et l’invention de La Guerre Moderne (1914–1918) (Paris: Tallandier, 2004).

56‘Comment l’Elysée vit avec l’obsession du risque’, Libération (12 November 2018), available at: {https://www.liberation.fr/
france/2017/11/12/comment-l-elysee-vit-avec-l-obsession-du-risque_1609654} accessed 2 June 2020.

57‘Réserve opérationnelle, plan Orsec … Le point sur les annonces de Hollande’, Libération (15 July 2016), available at:
{https://goo.gl/FZ9FWQ} accessed 23 December 2017; Laurent Joffrin, ‘La liberté n’est pas une faiblesse’, Libération (16
November 2015), available at: {https://goo.gl/k6KsoJ} accessed 3 May 2016.

58Chiara Ruffa and Yagil Levy, ‘The shifting state of French civil-military relations’, Political Violence at a Glance (23 June
2021).

59Ibid.
60‘Nice: “L’opération Sentinelle est inutile, cette guerre ne se gagnera pas avec des moyens militaires”’, BFM avec RMC (15

July 2016), available at: {http://rmc.bfmtv.com/emission/nice-l-operation-sentinelle-est-inutile-cette-guerre-ne-se-gagnera-
pas-avec-des-moyens-militaires-1006427.html} accessed 23 June 2017.

61‘Etat d’urgence et article 16: Pourquoi Hollande veut-il réviser la Constitution?’, Le Monde (16 November 2015), avail-
able at: {http://www.lemonde.fr/les-decodeurs/article/2015/11/16/etat-d-urgence-et-article-16-pourquoi-hollande-veut-il-
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the 2016 Nice attacks, when Hollande decided to ‘recall’ more than 12,000 operational reservists
as yet another sign that the country was at war. Retired general Bruno Dary reflected on it, ‘the
army, and more in general security forces, are very badly used’, continuing, ‘if we are at war, war
is the military’s business, and the military has other things to do than serve as sentinels for places
of worship or train stations’.62 Other experts suggested that the operational reserve was an empty
measure, merely serving Hollande’s political goals.63 Also, at lower levels of the military echelons,
soldiers said ‘they [were] very tired of this’ and denounced the limited turnover and the low mor-
ale.64 Hence, the military was reluctant to assume this role again.

Pulling the military into Sentinel also clashed with the role conception of the French military of
staying out politics: deploying the military in this function made the military much more visible and
increased its autonomy, as well as its involvement in politics. While operational pulling gave them
more autonomy – which they were comfortable with – it also got them more involved in politics.
The French armed forces saw an increase in the number and quality of encounters with decision-
makers: high-level officers of the Joint Chief of Staff met the president once every seven days instead
of every forty-one days as usual.65 But the military remained very sceptical – to a point.66

The increased autonomy was welcomed and confirmed by the fact that the Ministry of Interior
became ‘increasingly jealous of its (the military’s) prerogatives’.67 Likewise, when Hollande mobi-
lised the reserve, he maintained the same regimental structure, which gives the military more
autonomy, as opposed to smaller units, specifically tailored for Operation Sentinel.68 But being
pulled into politics made the military quite uncomfortable. ‘The presidency exchanged display
of power in the streets and pure policing roles by a reluctant military for a more robust upgrade
in the military’s status in decision-making.’69 With the professionalisation of the military during
the post-conscription era (from 1997) and its use in expeditionary operations, deployment in the
streets downgraded its position, and the politicians balanced out this frustration by upgrading the
military’s status in decision-making.

Phase 3. Adaptation

In a third phase, the military becomes less reluctant to operational pulling; at least one of the two
role conceptions starts to erode and a growing sense of frustration about its the real ‘core mission’
takes hold. After all, Sentinel was advantageous for the French army in several respects, including
an increase by 15 per cent of the French operational force – which has been linked to Sentinel and
had remained frozen since 2002 – and an increase in tactical autonomy, including the right of the
army to conduct inspections, and use of force in the street.70 When Macron was elected, he

reviser-la-constitution_4811353_4355770.html} accessed 24 June 2016. The following two paragraphs rely heavily on Chiara
Ruffa, ‘France: Swinging securitization paths?’, in Kuehn and Levy (eds), Mobilizing Force, pp. 139–60.

62‘Attentat à Nice: “La France est en guerre”, les réactions de personnalités obtenues par RT France’, RT France (15 July
2016), available at: {https://francais.rt.com/france/23811-attentat-nice-reactions} 3 November 2018.

63Virginie Grolleau, ‘Renforcer la réserve opérationnelle, est-ce vraiment possible?’, L’Obs (18 July 2016), available at:
{http://tempsreel.nouvelobs.com/societe/attaque-de-nice/20160718.OBS4856/renforcer-la-reserve-operationnelle-est-ce-vrai-
ment-possible.html} accessed 23 May 2019.

64Elie Tenenbaum, ‘La Sentinelle Égarée ? L’armée de Terre Face Au Terrorisme’, Focus Stratégique, 68 (June 2016).
65Authors’ interview with Expert 1.
66‘Bénédicte Chéron: L’opération “Sentinelle”, “à La Fois Un Piège et Une Facilité Pour l’autorité Politique”: Lui Président’

(2 February 2021), available at: {https://www.lemonde.fr/blog/luipresident/2021/02/09/benedicte-cheron-loperation-senti-
nelle-a-la-fois-un-piege-et-une-facilite-pour-lautorite-politique/} accessed 3 September 2021.

67‘Opération Sentinelle: Mission paratonnerre?’, franceculture.fr (10 August 2017), available at: {https://goo.gl/Rh3mAa} in
particular passage 8:12–8:43 (second part of the program) accessed 4 May 2021.

68‘Compte rendu: Commission de la défense nationale et des forces armées’, Assemblée Nationale (2 December 2015),
available at: {https://goo.gl/g5QaAx} 3 May 2016.

69Chiara Ruffa, ‘France: Swinging securitization paths?’, in Kuehn and Levy (eds), Mobilizing Force, pp. 139–60 (p. 142).
70Le Monde and Associated Foreign Press, ‘L’Assemblée approuve le projet de loi controversé de sécurité publique’, Le

Monde (8 February 2017), available at: {https://goo.gl/rqd5s8} accessed 4 April 2018.
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immediately tried to regain control leading to the Joint Chief of Staff De Villiers’s resignation.
Macron maintained – to the surprise of many – the propensity to use the military quite actively,
which some have labelled a ‘posture belliciste’ (‘bellicose posture’).71 However, unlike Hollande,
Macron did so in a more implicit way by continuing to employ the military in external opera-
tions, to Africa in particular, and occasionally ramping up the Sentinel instrument in the after-
math of a terrorist attack.

Paradoxically, this situation has made the traditional focus of the military on expeditionary
operations less clear. Appointed in 2019, the new Army Joint Chief of Staff, Thierry Burkhard
declared that ‘a high intensity conflict was not to be excluded’ but also acknowledged the import-
ance of several other kinds of tasks and involvements, such as domestic policing.72 While the
French military is clearly maintaining a preference for external missions, it seems to have
accepted the pluralism and increased complexity of its tasks. With that purpose, it has launched
a number of initiatives to transform the military, such as its Vision 2030 or a very profound
restructuring of its professional military education.73 But pundits and the military alike remain
critical. French historian Chéron famously denounced that ‘the French has become a soldier, a
polyvalent agent, in charge of everything and no matter what’.74

Along with the emergence of this multiple mission narrative, it seems that an erosion of the
apolitical role conception has emerged as well. In several contexts, the military has been called to
take a more active part in politics. For instance, the yellow jackets – a protest movement against
tax increases – have asked them to intervene and politicians of diverse political orientations are
increasingly asking retired militaries to become more involved and vocal and even stand for elec-
tion.75 The military remains sceptical and advocates a separation. At the same time, retired mili-
tary officers have been defending their more active role in the political debate.76 At any rate, the
military has not been this vocal, popular and visible since before De Gaulle’s famous televised
speech.77 To sum up, operational pulling gave the French military more visibility and was at
first met with reluctance by the military itself, clashing with its role conceptions. We see small
signs of change and transformations of both role conceptions whose effects remain to be seen.

Brazil: Reluctant reactions to operational pulling and a return to politics
The Brazilian military has not been engaged in a war over the country’s borders since the nine-
teenth century. It has historically suppressed internal rebellions by peasants or slaves and fought
against guerrilla groups during the recent military regime (1964–85). As a result, the operational
role conception has always included a focus on security-related internal missions, as well as con-
tributions to the country’s socioeconomic development.78 This is combined with a historical pol-
itical role conception as ‘guardian of the nation’, in which loyalty to the ‘Pátria Brasileira stood

71‘Comment Macron mène ses guerres secrètes’, Le Figaro (25 September 2020).
72‘Thierry Burkhard, ‘Ou l’art de commander dans la continuité’, Le Figaro (9 October 2019) accessed 3 June 2021.
73‘Pourquoi Saint-Cyr rénove la formation des officiers de l’armée française’, Le Figaro (July 2020), accessed 4 February

2021.
74‘Le soldat français est transformé en agent polyvalent chargé de tout et n’importe quoi’, Le Figaro (11 Novembre 2020),

accessed 3 November 2021.
75Isabelle Lasserre, ‘1968 conspuait les militaires, 2018 les appelle au pouvoir!’, Le Figaro (January 2019); see also: {https://

video.lefigaro.fr/figaro/video/general-desportes-macron-na-pas-ete-capable-de-communiquer-sa-vision/} accessed 23 March
2019.

76Figaro Live, ‘Général Desportes: “Macron n’a pas été capable de communiquer sa vision”’ (18 January 2019), available at:
{https://video.lefigaro.fr/figaro/video/general-desportes-macron-na-pas-ete-capable-de-communiquer-sa-vision/} accessed 18
June 2019.

77‘L’opération Sentinelle Est Toujours Autant Plebiscitée Par Les Français | Zone Militaire’, available at: {http://www.
opex360.com/2018/01/08/loperation-sentinelle-toujours-autant-plebiscitee-francais/} accessed 24 March 2021.

78Marina Gisela Vitelli, ‘The impossibility of a defence policy in the Americas? Comparing hemispheric and South
American security concepts and military roles’, Contexto Internacional, 42:1 (2020), pp. 81–102.
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above Constitution, cabinet, emperor, or president’.79 The armed forces frequently intervened in
politics when they considered it necessary for preventing harm to the country. For instance, mili-
tary coups overthrew the monarchy in 1889 and led to a 21-year-long military regime in 1964.
The military maintains the dubious interpretation that the coup of 1964 was a ‘Democratic
Revolution’ that saved the country from a Communist takeover and refuses to cooperate in the
clarification of state crimes during the regime.80 This unrepentant stance bears implications
for the military’s role conceptions until today. Institutions of civilian control have been tenuously
established since the end of the military regime in 1985, at times against the military’s resist-
ance.81 The military leadership was often successful in exercising pressure on politicians and
managed to maintain a considerable degree of autonomy.82 In sum, the military’s role conception
has always fully embraced the need to fulfil internal operations as well as an involvement in pol-
itics whenever the armed forces themselves perceived this as necessary. After the end of military
rule in 1985, this seemingly changed as the armed forces were hardly involved in public security
anymore and accepted former regime opponents such as the presidents Fernando Henrique
Cardoso, Lula da Silva, and Dilma Rousseff as their commanders-in-chief.83 However, particu-
larly the latter two again increased the scope and size of the military’s internal missions. The fol-
lowing presidents Michel Temer and Jair Bolsonaro combined this operational pulling with
political pulling efforts. As the military had never rescinded its political role conception as guard-
ian of the nation, both types of pulling contributed to the military’s visible return to the political
stage.

Phase 1. ‘Operational pulling’ under Lula da Silva and Dilma Rousseff

The Brazilian Constitution of 1988 allows the military to perform ‘Guaranteeing Law and Order’
(GLO) operations in support of state police forces but stripped the military from the right of
doing so upon its own initiative. After re-democratisation in 1985, GLO operations used to
take place only occasionally, within a narrowly determined frame of place and time, and usually
did not involve large numbers of troops.84 From 2010, significant ‘operational pulling’ into semi-
permanent, large-scale internal public security roles took place under governments led by the pre-
sidents Lula da Silva (2003–10) and Dilma Rousseff (2011–16). This happened at a time when the
operational profile of Brazil’s military predominantly focused on seemingly less politically
charged tasks, such as UN peacekeeping. From 2004, Brazil’s military had been involved in its
largest ever UN peacekeeping engagement – the Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH).
This mission stipulated significant adjustments by the military in terms of doctrine and train-
ing.85 Since the armed forces received sizeable benefits in terms of new equipment and the oppor-
tunity to let troops gain practical experience, the newly found emphasis on peacekeeping was fully
embraced by military leaders.86

79Frank D. McCann, Soldiers of the Pátria (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2004), p. xiv.
80Maria Celina d’Araujo, ‘O Estável Poder de Veto Forças Armadas Sobre o Tema Da Anistia Política No Brasil’, Varia

Historia, 28:48 (2012), pp. 573–97.
81Adriana A. Marques, ‘El Ministerio de Defensa En Brasil: Limitaciones y Perspectivas’, Revista Fuerzas Armadas y

Sociedad, 18:3–4 (2004), pp. 27–51.
82João Roberto Martins Filho, ‘Tensões militares no governo Lula (2003–2009): a pré-história do acordo com a França’,

Revista Brasileira de Ciencia Política, 4 (2010), pp. 283–306.
83Alejo Vargas Velásquez, ‘Una convivencia inesperada: Fuerzas Armadas y gobiernos de izquierda en América Latina’,

Nueva sociedad, 213 (2008), pp. 80–94.
84Ingrid Samset, ‘For the Guarantee of Law and Order: The Armed Forces and Public Security in Brazil’, CMI Working

Paper No. 11 (Bergen: Chr. Michelsen Institute, 2014).
85Christoph Harig, ‘Learning to fight in UN peacekeeping’, Defence Studies, 20:1 (2020), pp. 39–60.
86Celso Castro and Adriana A. Marques, Missão Haiti: A visão dos force commanders (Rio de Janeiro, Brazil: FGV Editora,

2019).
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Yet, politicians did not seize this opportunity to fully reshape the military’s operational profile
towards external tasks. Instead, defence secretaries publicly stated that they wanted to use soldiers’
peacekeeping experience for countering Brazil’s grave public security situation.87 Depicting
internal military deployments as ‘peacekeeping at home’, Brazilian governments deployed tens
of thousands of soldiers in different missions in Rio de Janeiro, during which some neighbour-
hoods were occupied by troops for over a year.88 Troops were regularly called to perform large
public security missions in the following years. GLO operations thus became increasingly normal-
ised. Despite the military’s historical involvement in public security, this constituted a significant
operational pulling move with political consequences.

Phase 2. The military reacts to ‘operational pulling’: Reluctance and strategic exchange

Even though internal missions, per se, do not contradict the military’s role conception, the
military leadership became increasingly wary of the growing scope of their involvement in
public security. In an act of conditional compliance, they seized the opportunity for entering
a strategic exchange with the government in order to adjust the rules of engagement in GLO
operations. As defence secretaries had already publicly talked about the need to make the
legal framework of GLO operations more similar to UN peacekeeping in Haiti,89 the military
leadership met a favourable environment for making demands. Legal changes were imple-
mented in 2010 so that crimes committed by troops during GLO operations, except killings
of civilians, became subject to military instead of civilian jurisdiction. However, those were
not considered sufficient from the armed forces’ perspective.90 The army commander fre-
quently and publicly criticised the trivialisation of GLO operations as he repeated the mili-
tary’s view that the legal ‘protection’ of soldiers needed to be improved.91 As governments
constantly increased the operational pulling and made themselves reliant on the military
for displaying their concern with public security, the armed forces’ bargaining power
increased. The military’s lobbying ultimately succeeded as congress and President Temer
(2016–18) passed a bill that made military courts responsible for judging the killing of civi-
lians in GLO operations.92

In sum, internal missions, per se, did not stand in contrast to the military’s operational role
conception. However, their unprecedented scope and scale certainly challenged their role concep-
tion in the sense that they felt overstretched by demands for missions that did not relate to their
most important, and according to a former army commander arguably neglected, role of defend-
ing the country against external threats.93 The operational pulling triggered public statements by
generals who voiced their discontent. This further normalised military officers’ involvement in
political affairs at a time of increasing civil-military tensions, which had been exacerbated by
the planned creation of a Truth Commission that was supposed to clarify crimes committed

87Jorge Zaverucha, ‘La Militarización de La Seguridad Pública En Brasil’, Nueva Sociedad, 213 (2008), pp. 128–46.
88Harig, ‘Re-importing the “robust turn” in UN peacekeeping’; Savell, ‘Performing humanitarian militarism’.
89G1 Globo, ‘Jobim: Atuação de Tropas No Haiti Pode Servir Para o Rio’ (2007), available at: {http://g1.globo.com/

Noticias/Brasil/0,,AA1625825-5598,00-JOBIM+ATUACAO+DE+TROPAS+NO+HAITI+PODE+SERVIR+PARA+O+RIO.
html} accessed 15 October 2021.

90Rafael Nascimento Ferreira de Melo, ‘O Poder de Polícia das Forças Armadas’ (2010), available at: {http://www.jusmi-
litaris.com.br/novo/uploads/docs/glo-rafael.pdf} accessed 10 October 2017.

91Monica Gugliano, ‘“Somos um país que está à deriva”’, Valor (2017), available at: {http://www.valor.com.br/cultura/
4872438/somos-um-pais-que-esta-deriva} accessed 16 May 2018.

92Agência Brasil, ‘Lei Transfere Para Justiça Militar Julgamento de Crimes Contra Civis’ (2017), available at: {agenciabra-
sil.ebc.com.br/internacional/noticia/2017-10/sancionado-projeto-que-transfere-julgamento-de-oficiais-para-justica} accessed
15 October 2021.

93Marcelo Godoy, ‘Pujol diz que Exército não tem recursos para garantir soberania do País’, O Estado de São Paulo (2020),
available at: {https://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,pujol-diz-que-exercito-nao-tem-recursos-para-garantir-soberania-
do-pais,70003512562} accessed 19 January 2021.
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during the military regime.94 In this political situation, reactions to operational pulling further
contributed to a return of the military’s traditional political role conception.

Phase 3. The political consequences of operational pulling

As shown in the previous section, the armed forces reacted to operational pulling by entering a
strategic exchange with the government. Military leaders have used this window of opportunity
for shaping conditions of internal deployments. This reinforced the military’s historical role con-
ception that takes political involvement for granted. In 2018, President Temer combined oper-
ational pulling with political pulling: he declared a ‘federal intervention’ and made army
general Braga Netto responsible for the state public security sector in Rio de Janeiro. President
Temer reportedly did not in advance coordinate the federal intervention with the military,
which only grudgingly accepted this unprecedented political responsibility.95

Although this would appear to show that generals were reluctant to take over political roles,
the dispute with politicians over the federal intervention once more reinforced the military’s
historical political role conception, according to which they felt entitled to political involve-
ment. Military leaders made demands in exchange for complying with operational and polit-
ical pulling due to the federal intervention in Rio: the army commander wrote an op-ed in a
magazine and called for ‘exceptional’ rules that would effectively have guaranteed impunity for
soldiers who kill civilians.96 Moreover, a former force commander of MINUSTAH – who at
that time was already slated for becoming part of the next federal government – called for simi-
lar rules of engagement as in Haiti, which would have permitted the extra-legal killings of
armed suspects.97

General Braga Netto had a peculiar interpretation of the fact that the military’s involvement in
running the state’s public security was highly popular: to him, seeing the military as the solution
to Brazil’s problems ‘is the despair of a country that lacks values. … When an institution with
great credibility shows up, like the Armed Forces, people are beginning to think that this is
the salvation of the homeland.’98 Yet despite the professed distaste of becoming involved in pol-
itics and the apparent insight that the military can’t solve Brazil’s problems, General Braga
Netto’s comments actually reflect that many generals still see themselves as guardians of the
nation who have to save the country in difficult circumstances. This is further underlined by
the fact that Braga Netto became one of several active-duty army officers who later joined
President Bolsonaro’s government (in office since 2019).

Army commander Villas Bôas (who led the service branch from 2015–19) symbolised the
military’s increasingly partisan meddling in politics while claiming to remain a non-partisan
state institution. Although benefiting from significant material gains during the governments
of the Workers’ Party (PT) from 2003–16, the relationship between the military leadership
and the PT had grown increasingly tense and the military’s engrained anti-leftism motivated

94For a detailed discussion of civil-military tensions and the Workers’ Party governments’ apparent failure to cut back the
military’s political influence, see Juliano Cortinhas and Marina Vitelli, ‘Limitações das reformas para o controle civil sobre as
forças armadas nos governos do PT (2003–2016)’, Revista Brasileira de Estudos de Defesa, 7:2 (2021), pp. 187–216.

95Fabio Victor, ‘Mal-estar na caserna’, Revista Piauí (2018), available at: {http://piaui.folha.uol.com.br/materia/mal-estar-
na-caserna/} accessed 20 June 2018.

96Eduardo Dias da Costa Villas Bôas, ‘Árdua tarefa’, Veja (2018), available at: {https://veja.abril.com.br/revista-veja/ardua-
tarefa/} accessed 1 June 2018.

97Jovem Pan, ‘Futuro ministro apoia Witzel e defende uso de snipers contra criminosos’, available at: {https://jovempan.uol.
com.br/noticias/politica/futuro-ministro-apoia-witzel-e-defende-uso-de-snipers-contra-criminosos.html} accessed 15
November 2018.

98Rodrigo Viga Gaier, ‘ENTREVISTA-Intervenção no RJ não precisa continuar se plano estratégico for mantido, diz gen-
eral’, Reuters (2018), available at: {https://www.reuters.com/article/politica-entrevista-braganetto-idBRKBN1JH2YF-OBRDN}
accessed 19 January 2021.
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them to more or less openly contest political decisions.99 Following an argument about promo-
tions in 2015, military leaders successfully demanded that a PT member as secretary-general in
the defence ministry would be replaced by a reserve army general – although this office had pre-
cisely been created in order to increase civilian influence in the ministry.100 Despite constantly
insisting on the army’s alleged non-partisan nature, army commander Villas Bôas frequently
commented on political affairs. Ahead of the Supreme Court’s ruling in April 2018 on whether
former President Lula would have to stay in prison on corruption charges, Villas Bôas and the
Army High Command drafted a tweet that was widely understood as an intimidation of the
judges.101 In the presidential election campaign 2018, reserve officers supported former army
captain Jair Bolsonaro who had promised to make several generals members of the government.

Bolsonaro’s electoral success and the unprecedented involvement of officers in democratic pol-
itics was at least partly a result of operational and political pulling. Both types of pulling further
normalised the military’s presence in the provision of state services. The increase in operational
pulling soon led to circumstances in which generals were made politically responsible for over-
seeing public security policies. The resultant political pulling further reinforced the military’s
self-understanding of being capable political managers, not least among the officers who had
gained leadership experience in the UN peacekeeping mission in Haiti.102 Although the military
leadership maintains their official narrative to be a ‘non-partisan state institution’, the presence of
several reserve officers and at times even some active-duty officers in government clearly under-
mines a clear-cut division between politics and armed forces.103 The unprecedented influence on
government policies also had consequences that concerned the military’s operational role concep-
tions: the military leadership succeeded in lobbying against further public security missions
unless soldiers were given legal guarantees of impunity in case of killing civilians – as a result,
the previous trivialisation of GLO operations has stopped and the military is currently hardly per-
forming the public security operations they had done so often under previous administrations.104

However, the generals are currently more influential in politics than at any previous stage since
the end of the military regime.

Conclusion
Our study suggests that accepting new roles and changes in role conceptions does not have to be
problematic in the sense of threatening democracy or civilian control. If military leaderships,
however, try to shape policies that affect their deployments or otherwise try to unduly exercise
political influence, there might be a sign that operational pulling has created a deleterious effect
for civil-military relations. In extreme cases, adaptation to operational pulling can blur the
boundaries between the military’s corporate interests and their political roles. For instance, if it
proves popular among citizens that the military’s presence in everyday life is being increased,
there might be a growing incentive for politicians not only to further increase operational pulling

99Ana Penido, Jorge M. Rodrigues, and Suzeley Kalil Mathias, ‘As Forças Armadas No Governo Bolsonaro’, The
Tricontinental (2020), available at: {https://www.thetricontinental.org/pt-pt/brasil/as-forcas-armadas-no-governo-bolsonaro/}
accessed 12 September 2021; Thomas Traumann, ‘O Divórcio Dos Militares Com o PT Não Tem Volta, Sentencia
Traumann’, Poder360 (2019), available at: {https://www.poder360.com.br/opiniao/partidos-politicos/o-divorcio-dos-militares-
com-o-pt-nao-tem-volta-sentencia-traumann/} accessed 12 September 2021.

100Christoph Harig and Pablo Scuticchio, ‘As Dilma Rousseff stumbles, how will Brazil’s military react?’, The Conversation
(2015), available at: {https://theconversation.com/as-dilma-rousseff-stumbles-how-will-brazils-military-react-51088} accessed
19 April 2016.

101Celso Castro, General Villas Bôas: Conversa Com o Comandante (Rio de Janeiro, Brazil: FGV Editora, 2021).
102Harig, ‘Re-importing the “robust turn” in UN peacekeeping’.
103Luis Barrucho, ‘Brasil de Bolsonaro tem maior proporção de militares como ministros do que Venezuela; especialistas

veem riscos’, BBC Brasil (2020), available at: {https://www.bbc.com/portuguese/brasil-51646346} accessed 3 March 2020.
104Luis Kawaguti, ‘Um pedido dos militares a Bolsonaro: evitar missões de garantia da lei e da ordem’, Gazeta da Povo

(2019), available at: {https://www.gazetadopovo.com.br/republica/garantia-lei-ordem/} accessed 26 September 2019.
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but also to initiate political pulling. Moreover, as making their voice heard in political debates
slowly ceases to be a taboo for military officers as a result of operational pulling, they might
see further benefits in accepting political pulling. Understanding these dynamics allows us to
answer important questions, such as: what is the relationship between the military’s own role con-
ception and their reaction to different kinds of pulling? How does the experience of pulling shape
the military’s role conception?

We applied our framework in an analysis of the cases of Brazil and France. Previous scholar-
ship has identified a pulling mechanism in terms of the French response to the 2015–16 terrorist
attacks. On that occasion, French President Hollande pulled a very reluctant French military into
a set of roles and functions to a hitherto unforeseen extent. The French military’s role conception
has traditionally been wedded to the idea of external missions and related expeditionary tasks,
whereas Hollande pulled the French military by deploying 13,000 soldiers in metropolitan
France and, for a short time period, giving them judiciary police functions. The French army
(and Gendarmerie to a lesser extent) reacted reluctantly at first and remains reluctant. As of
today, however, we see some signs of growing acceptance of those new tasks, which are being
incorporated into role conceptions. By contrast, the operational pulling in Brazil soon led to pol-
itical pulling and contributed significantly to the military’s return to political prominence. At
first, the military reluctantly complied with unprecedented operational pulling, but clearly seized
the opportunity to make political demands regarding rules of engagement. This reinforced the
military’s traditional political role conception, which remains wedded to their understanding
of being the guardians of the nation. Many reserve and active-duty officers also did not refrain
from taking over political offices once current President Bolsonaro won the election.

Applying our conceptual framework to two very specific cases limits the scope of the analysis
presented in this article. Still, we think that this framework can travel and help make sense of
pulling in other cases too. To illustrate, in Italy, the military’s role conceptions revolve mainly
around peacekeeping and remaining as separate from society as possible because of its collusion
with the Fascist dictatorship. Yet, in recent years, politicians have pulled the military into all kinds
of domestic operations – ranging from operation Safe Road against organised crime to collecting
garbage in Naples. While those tasks have initially been met with scepticism and reluctance, we
observe a progressive adaptation to those new roles and tasks that are giving the military excep-
tional visibility when compared to the past. The appointment of General Figliuolo to coordinate
Italy’s COVID-19 vaccination campaign is the latest sign of such transformation.105 In Lebanon,
we find further evidence of the consequences of pulling for role conceptions: politicians pulled
the military into much more active operational roles in the South of Lebanon for state building
purposes after the Israeli withdrawal in 2001. While the Lebanese military seemed reluctant at
first to intervene in an area under traditional Hezbollah control, it did adapt in ways that
seem aligned to its core role conception, which is to show it is representative of all sectarian
groups present in the country, a true mirror of the nation.106

Further research could explore alternative forms of pulling beyond those we identify but also
different kinds of role conceptions that may matter in other contexts. Moreover, we still do not
know the extent to which pushing and pulling are mutually constitutive and reinforce each other.
Much more conceptual work could be devoted to understanding the inertial core of role concep-
tions, its constitutive components, its ends and means, and the conditions under which it
changes. Studying pulling further bears a lot of promise. As we have seen, problems for civil-
military relations often originate in governments’ initiatives. Militaries are thus drawn into the
uncomfortable position of having to make judgement calls regarding the lawfulness of orders.

105Ruffa, Military Cultures in Peace and Stability Operations; Marco Travaglio, ‘Vogliamo I Generali’, Il Fatto Quotidiano
(2 March 2021).

106Vanessa F. Newby, ‘Positive hybridity? Unpacking UN security sector reform in South Lebanon’, Contemporary Politics,
23:2 (2017), pp. 156–74.
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Moreover, they need to balance principles of democratic civil-military relations: the duty of obey-
ing lawful orders and the ideal of staying out of politics or out of missions that are not in the
military’s interest. Studying pulling is therefore crucial to better understand the very conditions
of civilian control. Moreover, case study-based research on the consequences of pulling could
provide great insights into the connection between active-duty and retired military officers. As
the cases of France and Brazil have shown, retired officers sometimes apparently represent the
military commanders’ views on contested issues in public discussions – thus offering the military
the opportunity to shape political debates while the commanders possess plausible deniability.
The necessary access for such studies remains an obstacle, but further fine-grained analysis
would significantly contribute to a better understanding of the micro-level dynamics in civil-
military relations.
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